This study reports a hybrid electrokinetic technique for label-free manipulation of pathogenic bacteria in biological samples toward medical diagnostic applications. While most electrokinetic techniques only function in low-conductivity buffers, hybrid electrokinetics enables effective operation in highconductivity samples, such as physiological fluids ($1 S m À1 ). The hybrid electrokinetic technique combines short-range electrophoresis and dielectrophoresis, and long-range AC electrothermal flow to improve its effectiveness. The major technical hurdle of electrode instability for manipulating high conductivity samples is tackled by using a Ti-Au-Ti sandwich electrode and a 3-parallel-electrode configuration is designed for continuous isolation of bacteria. The device operates directly with biological samples including urine and buffy coats. We show that pathogenic bacteria and biowarfare agents can be concentrated for over 3 orders of magnitude using hybrid electrokinetics.
Introduction
Microfluidics has been touted as the transformative technology for numerous biochemical applications, such as single cell analysis and point-of-care testing.
1-3 Despite the fact that intensive efforts have been devoted to the field, microfluidics has not yet been widely used and transforming microfluidic biosensing systems from research to reality remains an elusive goal.
4,5
Arguably, the applicability of the microfluidic sensing systems is ultimately limited by the world-to-chip interface problem and the matrix effect. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The matrix effect is defined as the effect of nonspecific components in the samples, such as metabolities, cells, proteins, and salts present in biological samples. The matrix effect can significantly limit the accuracy and reproducibility of a microfluidic sensing system and represents a fundamental challenge in using microfluidics for biochemical and clinical applications. On the other hand, the world-to-chip interface problem is a result of the small sample volume in microfluidics. Considering a pathogen sensor for detecting a sample with 1000 cfu/ml, there is on average less than 1 target pathogen in the typical volume of a microfluidic system (nl to ml). Innovative techniques for on-chip sample manipulation, such as preconcentration and isolation, are required for addressing the matrix effect and world-to-chip interface to realize the potential of lab-on-a-chip systems.
5,11
Electrokinetics has been one of the most powerful approaches for microfluidic manipulation. Electrokinetic techniques, including electrophoresis (EP), 12 dielectrophoresis (DEP), 13 and AC electrothermal flow (ACEF) 14, 15 are ideal methods for manipulating nanoscale and biological objects, such as cells and molecules, due to the length scale matching for effective momentum coupling, label-free operation, simple fabrication processes, and small voltage requirements. [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] For instance, EP describes the translational movement of charged particles in a liquid medium under an external electric field. When a particle with charge q is under a steady electric field E, the particle experiences an electrostatic force F EP .
In addition to EP, DEP is another particle force that acts directly on a particle, such as a bacterium, and is highly effective for short-range manipulation of particles. During DEP manipulation, a dipole is induced in a polarizable particle when the particle is subjected to an electric field. If the electric field is nonuniform, the particle experiences a net force toward the high or low electric field region. The time averaged dielectrophoretic force is given by
where R is the particle radius, 3 is the permittivity of the medium, E rms is the root-mean-square electric field, u is the angular frequency, and Re[K(u)] represents the effective polarizability of the particle in the medium. DEP is especially effective near the edge of the electrode and decays rapidly away from the electrode due to its dependence on the gradient of the square of the electric field,VE 2 rms . Manipulation of physiological samples (e.g., urine) based on DEP alone is often a challenging task. 29 On the other hand, ACEF is an electrohydrodynamic effect. ACEF arises from the temperature gradient in a medium generated by joule heating of the fluid. This temperature gradient induces local changes in the conductivity, permittivity, viscosity, and density of the solution. These gradients can generate forces, which act on the fluid. For example, a conductivity gradient produces Coulomb forces while a permittivity gradient produces dielectric forces. An analytical expression of the force generated is given for parallel electrodes. 15, 16 The order of magnitude of the force on the fluid is
with M(u,T) being
where s is the conductivity of the medium, V rms is the root-meansqure voltage, T is the temperature, and r and f are the polar coordinates with reference to the middle of the electrode gap. k is the thermal conductivity. M(u,T) is a dimensionless factor describing the variation of the electrothermal force as a function of applied frequency. s is the charge relaxation time. ACEF is highly effective for manipulating fluids with high conductivities and the applied voltage and frequency are effective parameters for adjusting the strength of ACEF. Typically, only a small temperature rise, e.g., a few degrees, is required for generating fluid motion and the temperature rise can be approximated by [14] [15] [16] DT ¼ sV
While electrokinetics is promising for addressing the major challenges of microfluidic sensing systems, its applicability in biochemical applications is limited by the ineffectiveness of most electrokinetic effects in high conductivity buffers, the short-range effects of DEP, and the instability of microelectrodes under large driving voltages.
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Herein, we describe a hybrid electrokinetic process, which combines EP, DEP, and ACEF for label-free sample manipulation in microfluidic systems. ACEF, which is especially effective in high-conductivity buffers and has long-range hydrodynamic effects, is combined with EP and DEP to overcome the short-range effect of these electrokinetic techniques and enhance their effectiveness in high-conductivity buffers.
32-34
While most electrokinetic techniques only function in lowconductivity buffers, hybrid electrokinetics enables effective manipulation of biological objects in high-conductivity samples (1 S m À1 ), which are comparable to physiological fluids and biological buffers. Using a 3-parallel-electrode design with a TiAu-Ti sandwich electrode configuration, we demonstrate that pathogenic bacteria and biological warfare simulants can be concentrated by 2-3 orders of magnitude in high conductivity media (on the order of 1 S m
À1
) including urine and buffy coat samples.
Experimental methods

Microfluidic device
The electrode configuration for pathogen manipulation is shown in Fig. 1 a-c. The device consisted of 8 sets of 3-parallel-electrodes arranged in series and was fabricated by sputtering 150 nm titanium, 300 nm gold and 150 nm titanium on a glass substrate. The electrodes were patterned by lift-off. The length, width and distance of each electrode were 2.5 mm, 30 mm and 15 mm respectively. The distance between each pair of electrodes was 0.5 mm. The microfluidic chip was fabricated by polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) molding. 35 The glass substrate with microelectrodes was sealed with the PDMS microchannel by plasma treatment. The fluid flow in the dynamic experiment was generated by a programmable syringe pump (NE-100, New Era Pump Systems, Inc. USA). A function generator (Hewlett Packard, 33120A) was used to supply the voltage signals (both AC and DC-bias).
Pathogens and physiological samples
The pathogenic Escherichia coli (E. coli) was isolated as part of a research protocol approved by the Stanford University Institutional Review Board. Acinetobacter baumannii (A. baumannii) and Bacillus globigii (B. globigii) were purchased from ATCC (BAA-1710; 49822, USA). Bacteria were cultured to 10 9 cfu/ml and pre-stained using 3,3 0 -dihexyloxacarbocyanine iodide (DiOC 6 (3), Sigma). 36 The samples were diluted to appropriate concentrations using Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE, Sigma, USA) buffer before the experiment. The buffy coats from human blood samples were purchased from Innovative Research Company, USA.
Data collection and analysis
The electrokinetic chip was loaded onto a digital inverted epifluorescence microscope (DMI 4000B, Leica Microsystems). Samples were illuminated at a wavelength of 480 AE 40 nm with a mercury lamp, and images were recorded at 527 AE 30 nm. All experiments were performed at room temperature. The dynamic processes of bacteria concentration were recorded by a CCD camera and directly digitized into a video capture system. The images and videos were processed by NIH ImageJ software. The imaging and data analysis processes were performed using our published procedure. 37 Fluorescence intensity was normalized by the initial value before the application of the driving signal. Therefore, the normalized intensity represents the increase in concentration of the sample. Data of bacteria kinetics were smoothed out by weighted averages with nearest neighbours.
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The temperature near the work electrodes was experimentally measured using a microscale two-color fluorescence thermometry technique.
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Results and discussion
Pathogen concentration using hybrid electrokinetics
The 3-parallel-electrode design of the hybrid electrokinetic processor is shown in Fig. 1a surface, where DEP is most effective. Target cells can then be trapped on the edges of the central electrode by DEP and EP, and delivered to the sample collection channel with continuous fluid flow. The long range fluid flow allows DEP to be effective in high conductivity buffers and dramatically enhances the effective range of target manipulation (Fig. 1c) . In the experiment, the effective capture region was over 500 mm while the 3-parallelelectrode dimension was only 120 mm in width. The fluid flow also significantly reduces the driving voltage to only a few volts for manipulating biological objects. In addition, we tested the stability of several metal electrodes for hybrid electrokinetic manipulation in high conductivity media and identified a multilayer Ti-Au-Ti electrode which exhibited the best stability (Fig. 1c) . The sandwich Ti-Au-Ti structure can endure high voltages for an extended period of time without observable bubble formation or deterioration of the electrodes, which is conceivably a result of the thin oxidized film on titanium. The stability is essential for electrokinetic manipulation in high conductivity media. E. coli clinical isolates spiked in high conductivity media, including buffers, urine samples, and buffy coats, were applied as model systems for studying the governing dynamics of hybrid electrokinetics. During the experiment, the bacteria were rapidly focused on the edges of the center electrode. Under dynamic conditions (with flow), the bacteria were entrained with the flow and collected continuously by the sample collection channel at high flow rates (Fig. 1d) . Under static conditions (no flow), the bacteria could be trapped near the electrode edges in a few seconds and continued to aggregate at the edges due to dipoledipole interactions (Fig. 1e-g ). The temperature rise induced by hybrid electrokinetics does not introduce any observable damages to the bacteria in our experimental conditions and the bacteria remain active after the removal of the electric field. Applying 5 V peak-to-peak at 1 MHz to a sample with conductivity 1 S m À1 , the temperature was experimentally determined to be 36 C using two-color fluorescence thermometry. This value is in reasonable agreement with 32 C estimated using eqn (5).
Characterisitcs of hybrid electrokientics
To investigate hybrid electrokinetics, the effects of frequency, DC offset, voltage, and buffer conductivity on bacterial concentration were systematically studied under static conditions. Fig. 2a shows the concentration processes at frequencies from 300 kHz to 10 MHz. Fig. 2b shows the frequency dependence of the intensity, i.e., the concentration of E. coli, after 120 s of electrokinetic concentration. Lower frequencies were not tested to avoid formation of bubbles. The local concentration of the bacteria could be increased by over 3 orders of magnitude and was maximized at 1 MHz. It should be noted that ACEF is independent of the applied frequency in the range tested (300 kHz to 10 MHz).
32 For a sample of 0.15 S m
À1
, the charge relaxation frequency is approximately 34 MHz. This indicates that the observed frequency dependence of hybrid electrokinetics is mainly contributed by DEP, which is sensitive to the applied frequency in this condition (Fig. 2a-b) . In fact, the polarizability of E. coli has been reported to maximize at 1 MHz, 39 which further supports that the frequency dependence of hybrid electrokinetics is dominated by DEP in this condition. Fig. 2c-d shows the dependence of DC offset on the E. coli concentration. The concentration effect of hybrid electrokinetics increases linearly with the DC offset, which creates a time average non-zero electrophoretic force on the bacteria. Negative values indicated accumulation of bacteria in the side electrode. The crossover voltage for this transition occurred between À0.8 V to À1 V. The intensity value without DC offset was approximately 30% of the value X with a 1.2 V DC offset. This demonstrates the This indicates the initial concentration process is dominated by ACEF, which has a fourth power dependence on the applied voltage. Fig. 2g -h shows the conductivity dependence of hybrid electrokinetics. In general, the concentration process was effective in the range of 0.1 to 1 S m À1 and maximizes at 0.6 S m
. Collectively, our data reveal that the long-range ACEF transports target bacteria from far away to the region near the electrode surface, where they are trapped by a combination of EP and DEP.
Hybrid electrokinetic manipulation of physiological samples
In addition to pathogenic E. coli, we have also demonstrated hybrid electrokinetics for manipulating other bacteria and biological warfare simulants including A. baumannii and B. globigii. ). In general, the result shows that hybrid electrokinetics is capable of manipulating different bacteria. The concentration efficiency for A. baumannii was comparable to E. coli and the value for B. globigii was 50% lower. The difference in concentration efficiency for B. globigii can be understood by the intrinsic differences in the size, polarizability, and charge between different bacteria. To demonstrate the applicability of hybrid electrokinetics in physiological fluids, we spiked pathogenic E. coli into urine and buffy coats and tested the concentration efficiencies (Fig. 3b) . The efficiency with TAE buffer and urine were 3-fold higher than with buffy coats. This could be contributed by the higher viscosity of buffy coats and the different conductivities. Nevertheless, the concentration of E. coli can be increased by over 2 orders of magnitude in buffy coats. Fig. 3c shows the concentration efficiency in dynamic conditions with different flow rates. There is a trade-off between the throughput and the concentration efficiency at high flow rates. Below 0.1 ml min À1 , the bacteria were trapped at the edges similar to the static condition. The bacteria could be eluted out by removing the electric potential. This allowed continuous isolation of the target from the sample matrix and pre-concentration of the target pathogens for downstream processing.
Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated a hybrid electrokinetic technique that enables AC electrokinetic manipulation of biological entities in physiological samples. The technique addresses the two major hurdles of microfluidic systems including the matrix effect and the world-to-chip interface problem. The inclusion of electrothermal flow has significantly increased the efficiency and applicability of the hybrid electrokinetic technique. Using the 3-parallel-electrode design with the Ti-Au-Ti configuration, we have successfully demonstrated the manipulation of various bacteria in physiological samples. Since the final trapping efficiency is mainly contributed by DEP, the platform maintains the selectivity of DEP separation. In addition, the technology can be combined with optical or electrochemical detection platforms for molecular and phenotyping analyses of infectious agents. [40] [41] [42] [43] With the effectiveness and applicability of hybrid electrokinetics, we envision that in the future this platform will be further expanded for other biomedical applications, such as capturing exfoliated bladder cancer cells in urine and circulating tumor cells in blood. ) and buffy coat (1.2 S m À1 ). c) Dependence of the concentration effects of pathogenic E. coli on the flow rate. Data represent the intensity after applying 5 V peak-to-peak at 1 MHz with a 1.0 V DC offset for 120 s.
